The user
experience
/ et al. is a young and ambitious design house who
works both analytical and creative. Our work is
always based on deep insights, which guides us
throughout the entire design process. We have a
wide set of skills within design thinking, concept
development, UX and UI design.

We will help and guide you all the way from an
abstract idea to the ﬁnished prototype. We’ll take
you through all the steps in the design process to
ensure that you end up completely satisﬁed and
with the best possible solution.

OUR GREATEST HITS

KMD
Goal station.
In collaboration with KMD, we
developed, designed, and launched a
new app for football players that help
them improve by getting insight into
the individual performance at the Goal
Station facility. We worked with a lot of
big data and translated it into a digital
and playful experience so players get
the best tools to optimize their skills
and be the best they can be.
Get on the ﬁeld

Get Data

Get Better

What we did
- Developed a completely new concept
- Design sprints
- UX and UI of the app design
- User tests

APP DESIGN
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APP DESIGN
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Aarhus
University.
With more than 40.000 students,
designing a new study portal can be a
challenge. We conducted a series of
tests with representatives from all
faculties to make a thorough evaluation
of the design before launch.
The entire analysis resulted in a
detailed report with concrete solutions
for Aarhus University which they could
proceed with in the future.

What we did
- Recruited students from all faculties
for testing
- Facilitated user tests in a series of
workshops
- Wrote a report with our ﬁndings and
suggestions

USABILITY TESTING
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We make you
look good
If it doesn’t look good you’re setting yourself back
from the start. Let us help you uncover your vision
and culture and translate it into a great design. We
design digital products that will showcase who you
are and ensure you a better turnover.

OUR GREATEST HITS

Bet25.
With a competitive market, Bet25
needed some fresh air and new
perspectives to still be competitive.
They needed a saltwater injection
which could help create a new and
design-oriented culture in the
company.
To optimize Bet25’s products, we dived
into existing user data. We
supplemented with know-how from
more qualitative insights about actual
customers, which gave us a solid
foundation to build new innovative
products.
What we did
- Re-designed and optimized Bet25’s
website.
- Tested and optimized the current
Bet25 app
- Developed concept and designed the
new app Casino GO
- Created new concepts for social
betting
DIGITAL DESIGN
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Bet25 A/S
“/et al. have been involved in the
initial phase by helping Bet25 with
wireframing, ﬁnding personas,
brainstorming as well as they joined
the dialogue about how to rethink
the typical old school casino
experience. The usability is
important and this is proven in how
the CasinoGo app has become very
popular, as seen in the trustpilot
score and app store reviews”.

DIGITAL DESIGN
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Multiple
municipalities.
Syddjurs municipality took the initiative
to create a platform for all the
municipalities in Denmark.
The aim was to create a system that
supports the knowledge sharing of the
entire process from idea to
implementation, as well as a system
that allows easy documentation of
saving relevant regulations and
integration, and lets users view ﬁnished
and current projects.

What we did
- Facilitated two workshops with
participation of over 25 employess
- Concept development in a co-creation
process
- Created ﬁnal mock-ups of UX and UI
SYSTEM DESIGN
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Danmarks
historien.dk.
Danmarkshistorien.dk had a fairly good
“base” product in their interactive map
of Denmark. But the technique and UX
behind were outdated and there were
a number of challenges in ease of use.
We delivered a new and improved
design, which works on all platforms
and solved the gaps in ease of use.

What we did
- Built an interactive prototype ready
for programming
- Tested the original design to analyze
what should be optimized
- Designed new UI and UX

INTERACTIVE DESIGN
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Pick’n’
mix
Maybe you have already gone from abstract idea to
the ﬁrst sketches. Or you might already have a team
of designers that just need the eyes of others in
order to kick ass. Whatever the need, you can pick
just the service you want from us.
- Research
- Testing
- Concept development
- Optimization
- Wireframes
- Mock ups
- Graphic design (UI)
- User experience (UX)
- Interactive prototyping

OUR GREATEST HITS

BfR.
BfR needed a training app that
communicated with their physical
exercise equipment. The prototype was
supposed to illustrate all the app’s
features and future possibilities. It was
an urgent task with less than two
weeks till deadline and the big trade
fair where it was to be presented.
From sketch to wireframes and to the
ﬁnal interactive prototype in only two
weeks.

What we did
- Generated new ideas for possible
solutions based on BfR’s
requirements.
- Designed the whole UX & UI.
- Developed an interactive prototype
for three different platforms.

APP DESIGN
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Lars Thorn, Co-founder, BfR
“We had an urgent assignment
where we needed to develop a
prototype of an app just three weeks
before a great fair. We chose to work
with /et al., who made a quick
overview of the assignment and
then worked professional and
efﬁcient, so we were able to bring a
very satisfying product to the fair”.

APP DESIGN
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Aarhus
University.
How do you get students through their
studies in the estimated time? That’s
an issue that Aarhus University is
continuously struggling with. We
helped them in developing a new and
innovative tool for their ﬁght: an
interactive and personalized timeline
for every student.
We facilitated workshops to reframe
the challenge and develop ideas for
possible solutions, selected, and
qualiﬁed the best ideas.
What we did
- A whole new digital concept
- An interactive wireframe ready
for testing
- Tested the prototype on students

INTERACTIVE DESIGN
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Project manager, AU
“It has been a pleasure to have /et al.
working with one of our more
abstract issues. They came with fresh
eyes and were very quick to
conclude constructively on the
project and they are not afraid to
challenge and come up with
alternative solutions. We got a true
concept from their design process,
which could be used to gather
stakeholders and create progress in
the project”.

INTERACTIVE DESIGN
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Danish Design
Center.
How does the production conditions of
the future look like, and how do you
utilize the minds of leaders gathered at
the same place to handle that topic?
/et al. and the Danish Design Center
utilized their knowledge and power of
design to develop a conference and
workshop that resulted in the national
consortium Fab Denmark.
We are proud of this case as it shows
that we are designers who care.
What we did
- Developed concept for workshop and
conference to gather leaders
- Together with various collaborators
we founded “Fab Danmark”
- Created the prototype for Fab
Denmark’s website
WORKSHOP
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Syddjurs
municipality.
In cooperation with Syddjurs
municipality we have provided a portal
where pensioners can get an overview
of their many possibilities as retirees
such as activity services.
Here, the challenge was to make the
product fun without being silly. The aim
was to inspire the target group to get
out and enjoy their lives and take
advanges of all the options they have.

What we did
- Research on target group
- Final UX/UI in mock-ups
- Two personas and over 40
illustrations.

RESPONSIVE WEB DESIGN
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MTIC.
We developed a digital solution for
both hospitals and nursing homes to
keep up with patients, diets and ﬂuidly
discovering nutritional problems.
The project was made in collaboration
with MTIC and Movesca.
The concept is based on workshops
with staff in the Danish hospitals and
nursing homes. Based on the
workshops, we subsequently developed
a prototype and tested it among the
users.
What we did
- 4 months of user research
- Development of concept and
prototype
- Workshops with nurses and
diatists
- Made and tested an interactive
prototype on the daily users
- Made ﬁnal UX/UI in mock-ups
WEB DESIGN
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Clayton Power
Clayton power was in the process of
developing a 2.0 version of their all-inone Lithium Power Supply, when they
contacted us at /et al. Having never
tested their product with the end user
before, Clayton Power was interested in
gaining a better understanding of their
users in order to improve their product
With a focus on improving the current
interface’s design and functions, we got
to work.
What we did
- Preliminary expert evaluation.
- Conducted think-aloud usability tests
& interviews with both new and daily
users.
- Presented insights about the current
user experience and proposed
improvements to increase user
friendliness.

KNOWLEDGE SHARING
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IT-Relation.
What are your
customers' needs?

We held a one-day workshop for ITRelation on the topic; UX. We talked
about how to do good UX, what factors
to remember and gave examples of
what bad UX looks like.
At the same time, we gave everybody
the opportunity to get hands-on
experience by working with our
methods in practice in teams.
This resulted in an educational day
where everyone got a good
understanding of the concepts of UX,
UI, and design thinking.
What we did
- Arranged and facilitated the
workshop.
- We taught the company about UX
and its forces.
- We gave them hands-on experience
and great methods to use in their
everyday worklife.

WORKSHOP
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Steno
Museet.
It’s all about what we eat, how we look,
beauty ideals, etc. At an exhibition at
Steno Museum, all visitors could write
either a bad or good thing about their
body. The result was over 1200 different
opinions on different bodies. We took
this data and made an educational
platform used in high school to create a
more open dialogue about the body
and its differences.
The ﬁnal product was a website with
teaching material about the body.

What we did
- Research on high school students
- Development of the concept
- Low ﬁdelity prototypes
- Tests on two classes

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
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A selection of friends we helped.

HVEM VI HAR SAMARBEJDET MED
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Contact us.

Julie Ravn-Nielsen
CEO/Co-founder

julie@et-al.dk
+ 45 24 42 93 23

Helsingforgade 27A, 8200 Aarhus N, DK

Sune G. Jensen
CCO/Partner

sgj@et-al.dk
+ 45 29 82 96 62

+45 24 42 93 23

Info@et-al.dk
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